
 

 

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL 

FEBRUARY 6, 2024 

  WORK SESSION MINUTES 

 

 

 

Members Present: 

Bradley J. Frost  Mayor 

Ryan Hunter  Council Member 

Tim Holley  Council Member 

Ernie John  Council Member 

Clark Taylor  Council Member 

 

Members Absent: 

Staci Carroll  Council Member 

 

Staff Present: 

David Bunker  City Administrator 

Camden Bird  Assistant City Administrator 

Stephanie Finau  Deputy Recorder 

Patrick O'Brien  Development Services Director 

Derric Rykert  Community Service Director 

Anna Montoya  Finance Officer 

George Schade  IT Director 

Cherylyn Egner  Legal Counsel 

Cameron Paul  Police Chief 

 

Also present: Jason Thomson (Parks), Ben Hunter (Engineering), Benjamin Ash (Arborist), 

Kimberly Martin (PARC), Katie Sorenson (PARC), Scott Huckelberry (PARC), Casandria Crane 

(Library), Spencer Stevens (Harrington Center), John Miller (Wasatch Musical Alliance), and 

Eileen Miller (Utah Valley Home Builders Assoc.) 

 

The American Fork City Council held a work session on Tuesday, February 6, 2024, in the 

American Fork City Administration Conference Room, located at 51 E. Main Street, 

commencing at 4:00 p.m. 

WORK SESSION 

1. Midyear PARC presentations and reports on awarded 2023-2024 funded projects. 
Jason Thompson reported on the city projects and the budgets for each project. 
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▪ Hindley Park will be ready by springtime. There are 6 lighted pickleball courts, 

electrical was added, sidewalks are being poured, and soon the restrooms will be 

completed. There is a lot of landscape clean-up and repair that Mr. Thomson’s 

crew does to save the city money. He noted the streets crew spent 270-man hours 

grading, leveling, and hauling materials in and out of the park. 

 

Mr. Bunker commented that when these projects get done, the city does bring a lot to the 

table and our streets department specifically does the work that would normally cost the 

city a lot of money if we had to hire out. 

 

Mr. Thomson reported that they built 3 playgrounds, with his crew doing the demolition 

on them saving the city $8,000 - $10,000 per playground. Mr. Rykert commented that the 

nice thing about the playgrounds is that Mr. Thomson incorporated a panel with the city 

and park logo on the playground equipment.  

 

▪ Miller Park has a new playground that is completed and ready to go. 

▪ Rotary Park added a new basketball court with new rims and hoops that are 

adjustable, with a fenced net behind to keep the balls from going onto the 

playgrounds. The court is 98% completed. 

▪ Greenwood Park got a new playground, swings, and restroom.  It’s all completed 

just waiting for spring for the concrete skirt around the restroom and fix some of 

the sod and irrigation. He stated that this playground had expanded and just 

needed some sod restoration. 

▪ Bike Program – Mr. Rykert reported that this one has been slow and that they’ve 

been working with the Parks & Recreation Committee and tonight they’ll be 

voting on the actual bike racks and locations and then installation will begin. 

▪ Park Amenities – Mr. Thomson reported that that they had not spent a lot of time 

on this.  He did state that new garbage cans, picnic tables, benches, and trees were 

bought to highlight and supplement the parks. There is an audit that is done to see 

where the needs are. He added that they have a vendor that incorporates the logo 

into the amenities that are bought. 

▪ Art Dye Park got a new restroom that is almost done by the trails and dog park. In 

the next couple of weeks, the contractor will run the sewer and water into it and 

the power will be ran across the parking lot into the conduits and the concrete and 

restoration of that will have heat in the bathrooms and be functional year-round. 

 

Casandria Crane reported on the library and that the projects are in the works. 

 

▪ Imaginative Play Area-40% complete – Some materials for this project have been 

ordered and are either here or on their way.  More will be coming soon. Once in, 

they will create an imaginative play area that will serve the children and families. 

It currently costs $1,224. 
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▪ Mural Program-20% complete – The artist they commissioned, April Dawn Terry, 

is currently creating the new mural to hang in the Library Rotunda. The theme is 

“100 Years of American Fork Library.” She anticipates that it will be unveiled 

sometime this month.  She stated she will make sure to let the Council know when 

it is ready for viewing.  Currently expenses are at $3,500. 

▪ Sound Booth and Rotunda Sound System-10% complete She anticipates 

installation will be late Spring/Early Summer of this year and be available for use 

with the summer program and activities. 

 

Spencer Stevens reported on Harrington Center for the Arts PARC Tax Grants. Mr. 

Stevens stated that the Harrington promotes creativity and learning by supporting the arts 

and education, performance, and opportunities to uplift individuals, families and the 

community, and inspiring meaningful human interactions.  

 

Annual Events 

• Fork Fest will be held in June. Hoping to confirm their headliner which will help 

confirm the date. He’s hoping to increase the attendance somewhere in the 4,000 

range. They support 50 local vendors and 134 artists. The goals are to support 

local bands, singers, and songwriters. The festival is held at Art Dye Park and is 2 

days, usually has 32 bands, 3 stages, 2 big concert stages and a small acoustic 

stage.  There are food trucks, art installations, hammock hang out, bounce houses, 

vendor village, and lots of fun things for people to do while they're enjoying the 

world of music. 

• Living Bethlehem and Christmas Markets – The park grant was $25,000. It was 

held on December 9-14th, a six-day holiday festival that had two components. A 

Living Bethlehem that was an immersive theatrical experience where 20 minutes 

of interacting with the actors as they went through Bethlehem and then basically 

found the Nativity with the shepherds. There were 6,000 people that attended over 

the 6 days, 20 artisan and craftsmen booths, and 17 actors there in the “Living 

Bethlehem.” They gave out 4,000 free tickets that got picked up in 4 days and 

they did a standby line and got in an additional 500 for people in case of no-

shows. 

• Concerts in the Park It’s about 15% complete so far. It's held on Mondays in June 

and July where they bring in free or low-cost concerts to the community of 

various genres and various offerings at the beautiful Amphitheatre. Average 

attendance last year was about 1,100 people per concert. Last year they also 

supported 414 artists through that. This year they will be holding 6 concerts. 

• Exploration of New Works It’s a program that supports local playwrights. They 

support both plays and musicals, it’s like Shark Tank, but for new theater. When a 

work is under development, they want help to get on their feet, get some quality 

feedback and take it to the next level of drafting so they help them with casting 

and finding, rehearsal space. They bring in some professional panelists, usually 

with one of them being from out of state. The event was held on November 11, 
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2023. There were 2 new musicals, Gingerbread and a show called Dropout. 

Analysts were Jonathan Keith (composer), Derek Livingston (Utah Shakespear) 

and Grady Soapes (Denver Center of Performing Arts) and they gave their 

valuable feedback about the musicals. There were 217 attendees, and the next 

event is a new play scheduled for March 23rd to be held at the Maven Cinemas on 

Main Street. 

• Sculpture Walk is pedestals with sculptures mounted on top of them that are 

displayed throughout downtown. They’ve added two this year.  They’ve went 

from 4 to 6 and the sculptures are exhibited for a year and then swapped out. The 

goal is to have more public art for people to enjoy.  

• Empowering Young Artists is their mentorship program. They originally were 

focused on women, but maybe open to supporting young men as well. They want 

women to know they have the opportunities they need if they’re pursuing a 

professional career in the Arts. He stated they coordinate mainly with the Alpine 

School District CTE program to select qualified people that also get school credit 

and they can pair them with a mentor. It's about 400 hours of education for those 

mentees (usually high school kids, but they have done a few college kids also). 

• Timpanogos Chorale They’ve had the busiest Christmas season that they’ve ever 

had. They had performances in Salt Lake Temple Tabernacle, Veterans Concert at 

Alpine Tabernacle, library, and they did their annual concert at the junior high 

called Midnight Clear. They are busy working on their Spring Concert which is 

called How the West was Sung. It incorporates a lot of Western tunes. 

• Portable Stage They purchased a 192’ modular shippable stage that they’ve used 

at a lot of their events from Concert in the Park, the Sculpture Walk, and Living 

Bethlehem and plan on using it in their subsequent programming. $6,143 was 

funded through the PARC Tax and they were able to find a donor that funded the 

other half of it.  

 

Council Member John commented to John Miller about running out of room for concerts 

at the high school auditorium. Mr. Miller reported that they’ll move all future concerts to 

American Fork Junior High. Mr. Huckelberry added that one of the snags they run into is 

scheduling with the school district because they lack flexibility and ability to schedule in 

advance.  Mr. Miller commented that they wait for the school schedule to come out and 

then they try to be consistent compared to previous years. He added that he wishes they 

would not charge a fee to use the auditorium because there are districts that do not charge 

for community performing groups. 

 

2. Discussion on a plan for road stripping on 900 West. 

Mr. Bunker stated that when the TOD was being organized, developed, and planned out, 

there were some different roadway cross-sections proposed and some developers were 

concerned about the width of the roads as in how much right-of-way that took and how 

much improvement that included. He added that they redid the cross sections from some 
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of these roads, 900 West was one of them. They took out 7’ of that cross section and 

consolidated certain elements, with part of that asphalt becoming narrower. 

 

Ben Hunter reported on the plan for road stripping. He reported on the 700 West and 900 

West at the 350 South sections, cars are parked in the bike lanes. He stated that because 

of the narrowness of some of the travel lanes, one of the things that they’ve looked at 

modifying specifics to just this section to be able to provide and accommodate more 

travel lanes for emergency response vehicles to get in and out of that area. 

 

Fire Chief Brems commented that last November they responded to a fire in that area and 

the travel lanes were narrow, but the problem was the radius. They had a problem with 

spacing and where to set up to operate a fire scene. He stated that they need 26’ of asphalt 

width at a minimum. 

 

Mr. Bunker replied that by making the lanes a bit wider, plus the 3’ buffer between the 

cycle track the fire department will achieve the 26 feet. Chief Brems added that the 

biggest thing for them is being able to get their outriggers out so when they fly the ladder, 

they don’t tip the apparatus and it will create space for people to merge to get out of their 

way. 

 

Ben Hunter discussed that the theme they are wanting for that area is to widen the space 

through the travel lanes for cars to be able to shift over and out of the way and for the fire 

trucks to be able to set up and have the space they need.  He added that the biggest 

difference between what was proposed was that the existing cross section and the 

proposed cross section is adding another foot in each of the travel lanes and reducing the 

cycle track down to 10’ from the 12’ width to be able to facilitate the space needed for 

fire and emergency vehicles. 

 

Ben Hunter stated that what they want to do is try and eliminate the challenges of cars 

parking along the street by installing NO PARKING signs with a red curb so that is clear 

and visible. He added that 350 South would not have any street parking and they would 

modify the striping to reduce the width of the cycle track and increase the width of the 

travel lanes between 700 West and 900 West for that section. 

 

Discussion amongst the Council and staff ensued regarding parking along that section. 

They discussed options on what can be done to prepare that road for widening, how to 

alert car owners that there will be no parking allowed on that street, and how to best 

enforce it. 

 

Police Chief Paul commented that giving parking citations will not be effective. He 

reported that they ran into problems where they can’t determine the person who is driving 

the vehicle at the time of it being parked, even if they are the registered owner that the 

vehicle belongs to. He stated that they used to be able to cite for that, but judges threw the 
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case out. He added it creates a challenge due to registration not being updated with their 

address. He supported the idea of towing because it sends a message and parking won’t 

happen again in that area. 

 

Discussion ensued between staff and Council about parking tickets, towing, how to best 

notify residents in that area about the change, and other alternatives of where residents 

can park that doesn’t block lanes. 

 

Chief Paul added that he is willing to do an Educational Awareness campaign about 

parking so citizens can be aware of the changes in parking and why they can no longer 

park along that street. 

 

Chief Brems also added that the red striped curb must be painted in order for them to 

have the right to push or do anything to a vehicle that will help them do their job 

effectively and safely and clear them liability wise. 

 

Ben Hunter discussed the core collector and neighborhood collector on 900 West and 

1100 West. The existing approved cross section is 7.5’ shoulder on each side and a 10’ 

travel lanes. He added there are a couple options for restriping the core collector in the 

neighborhood collectors.  

• One option would be “NO PARKING” on either side. The 13’ travel lanes, 4.5’ 

shoulders give the 26’ access that the emergency responders need. Signage or 

curb strip would need to be done. 

• Option 2 is having parking on one side of the road. It could potentially look like a 

3’ shoulder on the non-parking side, 12’ traveling lane between those dimensions 

and you still got 26’ access for emergency responders and an 8’ shoulder.  

 

Discussion ensued about the options given by Ben Hunter with staff and Council and the 

future use of that area. They discussed open land and the possibility of making those 

parking areas.  Ben Ash, the city Arborist commented that the open areas are perfect for 

planting big caliber trees that can help cool and mitigate the heat that is needed for high 

density areas. 

 

Eileen Miller commented that because of the high density in the area and accommodating 

them with 1.5 parking spaces that the reality is there are more people living in the units 

and each of them have a vehicle. She stated that some cities are amending their 

Development Agreements and are allowing for cement to be poured in the front yards. 

 

Mayor Frost asked Ben Hunter if anything needed to be amended or to be acted on. Ben 

Hunter replied that consensus would be what needs to happen to adopt which cross 

section the Council is wanting. (referring to the options that were shared). The Council 

shared their preference and option they would like and their reasons why. 
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Mr. Bunker commented that he highly recommended not getting rid of the bike paths. 

The purpose of the TOD is to use modes of other transportation. Mr. Bunker added that 

the reason why they are in this predicament in that area is that the developer had Phase II 

to do, and we were limited on the right-of-way we could get and still get that developed. 

 

Ms. Miller replied that HB SB174 from last year gives the city the zoning authority 

which is the city’s responsibility and who the city appoints to the Development 

Committee. Mr. Bunker replied that the proposal from the developers was to go to 28’, 

but cities mentioned that a fire truck can’t make it down the road with that width the 

legislature changed it to 32’, but originally the proposal from the Development 

Committee was much shorter. 

 

3. Discussion on sidewalk, park strips, and trees. 

Benjamin Ash the city Arborist, discussed Section 12.16.020, specifically part #3 

regarding tree location specifications and proposing to amend this section. He wanted to 

address this section, so residents know this applies to them as well as address safety 

issues. 

 

3. Tree location (see sec 15.01.990 Trees and Shrubs); shall be kept no less than: 

a. 30 feet back of beginning of curb returns at any street intersection. 

b. 20 feet from lamp standards and power poles 

c. 10 feet from fire hydrants 

d. 5 feet from service walks and driveways. 

e. 5 feet from water meters 

f. 4 feet from any hardscape material (8-foot park strip necessary for tree 

planting). 

 

Mr. Ash added that section 3f is the one the Forestry office is wanting to add for the 

future growth of American Fork. He presented pictures showing examples around the city 

of tree locations and what they are dealing with regarding trees and section 12. (see 

packet).  He discussed recommended trees that are posted on the website waiting further 

approval of list of trees by the City Council.  

 

He suggested amending Section 12.16.040 Tree Planting, Maintenance, Protection, and 

Removal, part #2 and #5. 

 

2. Trees shall not be planted beneath power lines; trees should be placed far 

enough from the power lines that branching will not reach power lines at 

maturity. 

5.  Street and private trees shall be pruned for eight feet (8’) of clearance over 

sidewalks and fourteen feet (14’) of clearance over streets. Public and private 

trees shall not obstruct the view of traffic signs or street intersections. Public 
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trees under which pedestrians may walk shall be pruned clear of all branches 

one inch (1”) in diameter or bigger from the trunk between the ground and 

height of eight feet (8’). 

  

Section 12.16.070 Trimming of Trees, Plants, and Bushes Required, second sentence into 

to state: 

 

…. Such trees, plants or bushes shall be maintained so that the lowest branches 

overhanging the pavement, sidewalk, or street shall be at least eight feet (8’) above 

the level of the pavement, or sidewalk and at least fourteen feet (14’) above the 

level of the street. 

 

Council Member John brought up shallow pipes that run under the trees and asked if it 

was too late to add some verbiage about sewer storm drainpipes. Mr. Bunker replied that 

it could be added in there to say that “if there is a pipe either 4’ or less in depth then a 

tree cannot be within “so many feet” of that pipe.” 

 

Mr. Rykert commented that the amended changes are for a quick update of the code for 

immediate things then they’ll be doing a full code update. Discussion ensued amongst the 

Council and staff about what the update can say and entail, and even post on social media 

to educate the residents how to bring the park strips and trees into compliance. 

 

4. Discussion on the re-write of the land use and development code. 

Ms. Egner stated that she wanted to discuss one part of the code rewrite on Land Use 

Authority - what their roles are going to be and the appeal process for different approvals. 

She proposed that part of it is to restore more purpose into the Planning Commission 

(PC) since we’ve taken away their subdivision approvals. She commented that the Land 

Use Authority we have varies based on what type of approval you're looking at.  She 

stated that the City Council will be adopting General Plans, adopting the ordinances that 

are to be applied and the actual implementation of City Council adoptions will be handled 

at PC and below. The City Council will also serve as the Appeal Authority on certain 

things and will serve as the appeal decisions of PC. 

 

Ms. Egner added that the Planning Commission will be the recommending body for those 

decisions with the Council as in the Ordinances, General Plan adoptions, and zonings. 

She stated that the PC will review and make approvals and denials on conditional uses, 

which they are trying to eliminate as many as possible. There is a very specific need for 

certain types of conditional approvals or conditional uses so that will go to the PC so that 

one person is not making the decisions. 

 

The PC will still have site plan approvals and right now the City Council does some of 

those site plan approvals. The proposal will be that PC will do site plan approvals and it 
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will stop at PC and the appeal would then go to the Council. PC will have more ability to 

do that than the Council sometimes. 

 

Ms. Egner stated that subdivisions will go through the administrative process and the 

Development Services Director will be given approval for that. When there is an 

amended plat that needs a public hearing, those will still go forward to the PC. She added 

that if its just appealing, the overall approval would go to the PC if it’s appealing a 

specific construction plan that is going forward at the same time then there is a special 

board that is made up of experts that would be put together at that point but that will be a 

limited circumstance. 

 

The next authority would be the Development Services Director. They already will be the 

designated Administrative Land Use Authority for subdivisions. That role will also serve 

as the Zone Clearance Officer, Zoning Administrator and currently that is somewhat of 

how the code is written. It's not crystal clear whether it's the Development Services 

Director because that's a position that wasn't created when the code was adopted but it 

was under the City Planner which was then brought under the scope of Building Services. 

 

Ms. Egner stated that development services will be the administrative direction for 

developers. Subdivisions, proper zoning, and TOD issues will go through the 

Development Services department. She added that Mr. O’Brien will have the right to 

designate certain staff members under him for certain assignments to serve in some of 

these roles but at the end of the day he will be the one that's signing off on it. 

 

Mr. O’Brien mentioned the TOD, that the block and lot plan approvals would come to 

staff as they normally do, but the Council will see the district framework plan which is 

the preliminary plan for the TOD project. Ms. Egner added that as they do the code 

rewrites, they are not touching the TOD currently. It will be a separate thing to tackle 

once everything else is established since that section is the most up-to-date section of the 

code. 

 

Ms. Egner stated that the Board of Appeals is one that is going to need to be cleaned up 

quite a bit because there are different areas of the code that send things to either the 

Board of Appeals or the Board of Adjustment. There are some sections of code that send 

it to both and it's not quite very clear where it's supposed to go. She added that moving 

forward as the code is redrafted, if it's a decision of the building department that is a 

technical decision and that in our perspective should not be going to your Board of 

Adjustment, they're not qualified to make those. Any appeal from the building 

department will go through the Board of Appeals as set out in the building code. 

 

She commented that they looked at the federal standards of the building code as it's 

adopted, it calls for professionals in various industries. It's very specific and that's what 

we've been doing because a section of our code says that's what to do.  There are other 
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conflicting sections that say to do otherwise but they’ve taken the position to this point 

that they’ve readopted the building code and part of that building code includes the 

appeals process. The challenge of that code is that is it appropriate to handle the appeals 

as laid out in that code and so that's why they’ve been doing it already. Someone raised 

the issue that that's not the way it's supposed to be done because it says “otherwise” in the 

code and so they are cleaning that up so that anything from the building department goes 

through the Board of Appeals as directed by the building code. 

 

Ms. Egner mentioned that anything that is of the building department and if it's an appeal 

of some kind of Administrative Land Use decision, that will go to the PC, or the Council 

and we will still have our Board of Adjustment.  The Board of Adjustment will be limited 

to variances that aren't otherwise specified to other departments or other authorities. 

 

She mentioned that staff will attend the Board of Adjustment meetings because the Board 

are not Land Use Authorities and don’t have experience and the expertise in land use 

technically. She asked the Council if they’ll have any issue with pulling approvals out of 

the Council hands and sending them to PC or through Developmental Services if they’re 

black and white decisions based on code. The Council agreed that it was fine with them. 

 

Ms. Egner stated that there will be a good chance that developers are going to push the 

legislature in the direction of expediting everything. She hoped that the city could make 

some progress on pushing back on the timelines to catch up on the approval side. Mr. 

O’Brien added that there will be more complaints about the staff when they tell the 

applicant they don’t meet the code. Ms. Egner commented that Mr. O’Brien will be the 

one people will point fingers at as the subdivision process has to go through the 

Development Review Committee. Mr. O’Brien will be the one to sign the approval of the 

denial and he’ll be looking at the recommendations of the whole DRC. 

 

5. Discussion on an interlocal agreement with Utah County, Highland, Lehi regarding the 

management, maintenance, and operation of the equestrian park. 

Mr. Bunker handed out a revised agreement that the County put together. He mentioned 

that he still has concerns that the cities are still on the hook to operate and manages day-

to-day activities of the park with city funds. The county still maintains the ability to 

schedule or supersede any events at the park as they see fit. This does require the city to 

report to the county semi-annually regarding all revenues, expenses, projects, status, 

changes in operations. In the agreement it states that the cities will be responsible for the 

capital improvements, however the county would contribute up to 25% of the cost up to 

$100,000 annually. The cities may apply for TRC funds with the county as a Co-sponsor. 

He mentioned that a lot of projects out in the area will cost more than $100,000. He 

stated that the county in this agreement can still lease the property to third parties. 
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Mr. Bunker gave an example of a cell tower in the area and right now the county would 

maintain that cell tower lease and collect the revenue. He listed all the concerns he had 

and sent it back to the county. Some of the concerns were: 

 

• Cities would shoulder all the liability and would indemnify the county even for 

the county’s leases, subleases, or uses by a third party. 

• Cities may not add other uses such as a dog park, cycle track, pickleball courts or 

whatever other amenity we want to add. It is equestrian only. 

• The only agreement is a 10-year term but could be terminated with 180 days’ 

notice by any of the parties. Mr. Bunker was concerned that the county terminates 

and then there's no renumeration for regards to any of the improvements in the 

city made to the park. 

• At the end of the agreement the cities are responsible for anything that's in bad 

shape, poor condition of the facility, damage, and debris. 

• Any waivers or exceptions that the county has already given us, we would have to 

live with those waivers. 

 

Mr. Bunker stated that with those things he emailed the county back and said that this 

agreement gets a little closer to what we want but at the end of the day the cities take on 

all the risk, all the liability, and the county walks away from the operational costs. Mr. 

Bunker discussed the county revenues and expenses. The expenses are more than the 

revenue. The cities shoulder the subsidy, and the county keeps the revenue. 

 

Mr. Bunker said the county replied saying that they would provide up to 25% of the 

maintenance up to $100,000. Highland, American Fork, Lehi and the county would all 

share the maintenance and the operations, each covering 25%, but it is not worded that 

way in the agreement. Council Member John stated that Highland may not be willing to 

do that. 

 

Mr. Bunker commented further stating that in addition to that, that any of the capital 

projects the county would be a Co-sponsor for and that they would request TRC funds 

per capital projects on behalf of cities and they would be willing to pay up to ¼ percent. 

At the end of the day, it puts more burden on the cities than it does the county, and he felt 

the county would rather not subsidize to this level if they could reduce this by 75%. 

 

A discussion ensued about revenues from the cell tower and using those revenues for the 

equestrian park use, annual reports being done instead of semiannual, and events that are 

held there by the county and Highland. The Council and staff talked about leveraging the 

agreement and options if they want to continue with the equestrian park or give it back to 

the county. 
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Mr. Bunker stated that the equestrian park will never be profitable and there will be a 

subsidy of some kind to keep the park what it is. He felt that the city would be fine if they 

assisted in those costs, if they could put improvements in that park that meant something 

to the citizens who would use it. 

 

Discussion ensued regarding revenue generated from the park and possibilities that can 

bring in revenue. Mr. Bunker asked the Council if they would be on board about 25% of 

the cost for operation and maintenance and if they are ok with the TRC dollars for capital 

improvements. Mayor Frost and the Council gave their thoughts and suggestions about 

moving forward with it and finding ways to have events there to bring in revenue that 

will help sustain and improve the park. 

 

Mr. Bunker stated that American Fork would take the lead on this asked the Council for 

comments and feedback on what needs to be modified in the agreement and he’ll discuss 

that with the other cities and talk to the county Commissioner Gordon. 

 

6. Adjourn.  

Meeting adjourned at 6:28 p.m. 

 

Stephanie Finau 

Deputy Recorder 

 

 

 


